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There are fifteen chapters dealing From the publishers ... 
with various practical problems en

Civil Procedure in the 
Magistrates' Courts 
by LTC Harms 

Butterworths (1997) 

418 pages 

Loose-leaf R433,20 (VAT incl) 


Civil Procedure in the Magistrates' 
Courts and the well-known Jones 

& Buckle have two things in common. 
They are both useful practitioners' 
guides to the civil procedure in the 
magistrates' courts and they are both 
now in loose-leaf format, the former in 
a single volume and the latter in two 
volumes. There, however, the similari
ties end. Whereas Jones & Buckle fol
lows the traditional pattern of a com
mentary on the Magistrates' Court Act 
32 of 1944, section by section and rule 
by rule in consecutive order, Harms's 
new work is basically in the same for
mat as Harms' Civil Procedure in the 
Supreme Court. 

The new work consists of a first 
part, comprising some 418 pages, 
which is a systematic exposition of the 
principles of civil procedure in the 
magistrates' courts, followed by the 
verbatim texts of the Act and Rules as 
amended. A very useful innovation in 
the new work (which is unfortunately 
lacking in the supreme or high court 
version) is the incorporation in the 
right hand-margin of the text of the Act 
and Rules of references to the relevant 
paragraphs of the commentary or expo
sition section. This saves the reader 
who wants to find the author's inter
pretation of a particular section of the 
Actor Rule, the trouble of having to 
refer continually to the index. This 
makes for a very comfortable cohesion 
between the commentary and the text 
of the Act and rules. 

Apart from the customary index, 
table of statutes, table of cases 
arranged in alphabetical order, the new 
work is also equipped with a useful 
procedural timetable for the magis
trates' courts and a further table of 
cases arranged under the sections of the 
Act and the Rules. The commentary or 
exposition section of the work is, 
according to the author's preface, 
largely based upon sections of the title 

Civil procedure in the law of South 
Africa and Harms's Civil Procedure in 
the Supreme Court, with due acknowl
edgment to the authors involved. 

Although, as a comparison of the 
tables of cases in each of the works 
suggests, iones & Buckle with its long 
history still probably has the edge as a 
copious work of reference, this lean, 
new, dynamic work, shorn of all super
fluity, is to be welcomed. 

John Middleton 
Pretoria Bar 

Summary Judgment: 
a Practical Guide 
by SJ van Niekerk, HF Geyer & ARG 
Mundell 

Butterworths (1998) 
Loose-leaf R273,60 (VAT incl) 

Many arguments against the reten
tion of summary judgment have 

been expressed and are fully canvassed 
by the authors of this book. It has been 
said that the procedure is frequently 
applied, not with the purpose of afford
ing a speedy relief to the plaintiff, but 
with the ulterior motive of snatching a 
judgment or forcing a defendant to dis
close his evidence, an advantage not 
normally granted to the plaintiff. 

The aim of the summary judgment 
procedure is, however, a legitimate one 
in the law of civil procedure and is 
daily used as a decisive and effective 
debt-collecting tool. Due to the discre
tionary element in granting this reme
dy, this work has been published in an 
attempt to reduce inconsistencies and 
to promote uniformity of practice. 

A praiseworthy attempt has been 
made to systematise the available 
material by way of a clear table of con
tents which enables a busy practitioner 
to speedily ascertain for instance 
"which claims entitles a plaintiff to 
apply for summary judgment" (chapter 
3) and "the requirement of validity of 
an application for summary judgment" 
(chapter 5). There is also an interesting 
discussion on the evolution and intro
duction of summary judgment into 
South African civil procedures. 

countered by practitioners with an 
extensive discussion on the fundamen
tal rules ("the eight golden rules") on 
adjudicating a summary judgment 
application. 

Extremely useful is the section on 
the defendant's opposing affidavit with 
reference to the basic requirements as 
stated in High Court Rule 32(3)(b) as 
well as in Magistrate's Court Rule 
14(3). Also included is a comprehen
sive list of suggested forms with exam
ples. 

This book provides an easily ascer
tainable guide to the law pertaining to 
summary judgment and will form a 
valuable tool for the motion court prac
titioner. 

IIse Potgieter 
Bloemfontein Bar 

Butterworths Legal 
Practice Handbook series 
Butterworths (1997) 

Soft cover R75,24 per volume (VAT 

incl) 


The five titles in the Butterworths 
Legal Practice Handbook are 

expressly aimed at those in the process 
of qualifying to practise as attorneys 
and at newly qualified attorneys start
ing out on a career in the attorneys' 
profession. However, they also offer 
much in the way of clearly stated basic 
practical advice for a wider audience of 
fledgling legal practitioners. 

Negotiating Skills 

by Ann Halpern 

(Renate de Klerk: South African editor) 


The book abounds in practical ideas 
and common sense advice from experi
enced practitioners on preparing for 
and conducting negotiation sessions. 
While the section on "Negotiating with 
the Japanese" may not have immediate 
relevance for the average South 
African lawyer, this is followed by a 
discussion on preparation for cross
cultural negotiations, which clearly 
will. Also touched on briefly are the 
ethical considerations which impact on 
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